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 Тестовые задания: 

 

Оценочное средство Эталон ответа Уровень 

применения*  

Лексико-грамматический тест по 

дисциплине «Английский язык. 

Иностранный язык. Исходный уровень 

А0»: 

 ПА 

GRAMMAR   

Choose the correct word. 

There _________ 40 people in the hotel. 

A) are 
B) is 
C) were 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

__Yolanda and I ________ here at 2.00 today. 

A) were 
B) was 
C) have 

 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

_______ he late for work this morning? 

A) was 
B) were 

C) have 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

__We _________ at home yesterday. We were at 

the beach. 

A) weren’t 
B) were 

C) have 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There are _______ photos of the city on the 

computer. 

A) some 
B) any 

C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There _________ great views of the mountains. 

A) are 
B) is 
C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There ________ any people in the library. 

A) aren’t 
B) are 

C) a 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

Are there _______ tables in the room? 

A) any 
B) some 
C) an 

A  



Choose the correct word. 

They __________ close. 

A) weren’t 
B) wasn’t 

C) don't 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

Lisa  

_______ a student in June.  

A) was 
B) were 
C) have 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

_________ you in mountains on holiday last 

year?  

A) were 
B) was 

C) have 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There aren’t _________ rooms with a view of the 

sea. 

A) any 
B) some 
C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There aren’t _________ books about the sea. 

A) any 

B) some 
C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There are _______ photos of the town on the 

wall. 

A) some 
B) any 
C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There _________ great views of the town from 

the mountain. 

A) are 

B) is 
C) was 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

There ________ any people in the bar. 

A) aren’t 

B) are 
C) a 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

Are there _______ tables in the garden? 

A) any 
B) some 
C) an 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

They __________ famous. 

A  



A) weren’t 
B) wasn’t 

C) was 

Choose the correct word. 

Roberto _______ a student in 2005.  

A) was 
B) were 

C) have 

A  

Choose the correct word. 

________ you in China on holiday last year?  

A) were 

B) was 
C) have 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

They ______ famous. 

A) weren’t 

B) wasn’t 
C) is 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__Mike __________________ a birthday card 

from Sue yesterday. 

A) got 
B) get 
C) gets 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__Adam __________________ his homework 

before dinner. 

A) did 
B) do 

C) does 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__We __________________  our grandparents 

in Scotland last month. 

A) visited 
B) visit 
C) visits 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

_____________ work in our company? 

A) Did you have 
B) Had you 
C) You 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

__Jin ________________ Chinese at university. 

A) didn’t study 
B) didn’t studied 
C) not study 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

__What time ______________ to the school? 

A) did you go 
B) did you went 
C) go 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. A  



__Where ____________ that book? It’s nice. 

A) did you get 

B) you got 
C) got 

Complete the sentences. 

__Nancy __________ lunch today. 

A) had 

B) have 
C) has 

A  

Complete the sentences.__That book was so sad. 

I __________________ ! 

A) cried 
B) cry 
C) cryes 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__They __________________  to the cafe last 

weekend. 

A) went 
B) go 
C) goes 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

Ann ___________ study. 

A) didn’t like 
B) don’t like 

C) do like 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

Danny ___________ the film. 

A) didn’t like 
B) don’t like 

C) do like 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 
_____________ dinner in a nice restaurant? 
A) Did you have 
B) Had you 
C) Do you 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

__Jenny ________________ business at 

university. 

A) didn’t study 
B) didn’t studied 
C) not study 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

__What time ______________ to the 

supermarket? 

A) did you go 
B) did you went 
C) go 

A  

Choose the correct simple past form. 

__Where ____________ that coat? It’s nice. 

A) did you get 

B) you got 
C) got 

A  



Complete the sentences. 

__Neil _________ _pizza for lunch today. 

A) had 

B) have 

C) has 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__That movie was so sad. I 

__________________ ! 

A) cried 
B) cry 
C) cryes 

A  

Complete the sentences. 

__They __________________  to the museum 

last weekend. 

A) went 
B) go 

C) goes 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Use the correct past simple form of the verb.Julia 

_____ back early from her holiday yesterday. 

A) came 
B) come 
C) comes 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

She’s having a big party to celebrate her birthday 

and all her friends are ___________ to that. 

A) coming 
B) doing 
C) going 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

I am ___________ with her for a week. 

A) staying 
B) doing 
C) going 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Are you ___________  by train? 

A) travelling 
B) doing 

C) going 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

My friend ____________ me a letter. 

A) wrote 

B) write 
C) writes 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

I ____________ this ticket last year. 

A) bought 
B) buy 
C) buys 

A  



Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

I ____________ my mom some flowers on her 

birthday. 

A) sent 
B) send 
C) sends 
 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

My friend  ____________ next to me when we 

went to class. 

A) didn’t sit 
B) not sit 
C) not sits 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Are you ___________ the work? 

A) leaving 

B) doing 
C) coming 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

What are you ___________during the weekend? 

A) doing 

B) leaving 
C) coming 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Next week I am ___________ to hometown to 

see my sister. 

A) going 

B) doing 

C) coming 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

Sam ____________ me all about his new job 

yesterday. 

A) told 
B) tell 
C) tells 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

Mary ____________ me all about her new dress 

yesterday. 

A) told 

B) tell 
C) tells 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

My friend ____________ me a long email. 

A) wrote 
B) write 
C) writes 

A  



Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

I ____________ this jacket in Barcelona last 

year. 

A) bought 
B) buy 
C) buys 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

Karl ____________ his girlfriend some flowers 

on her birthday. 

A) sent 

B) send 
C) sends 

A  

Complete the sentence. Use the correct past 

simple form of the verb. 

Angela ____________ next to me when we went 

to the restaurant. 

A) didn’t sit 
B) not sit 
C) not sits 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Are you ___________ the city? 

A) leaving 
B) doing 

C) coming 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

What are you ___________during the holidays? 

A) doing 

B) leaving 

C) coming 

A  

Complete the sentence.  

Well, next weekend I am ___________ to Paris 

to see my sister. 

A) going 

B) doing 
C) coming 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Where _________ I park? 

B  You can park in the town centre. 

A) can 
B) can't 
C) don't 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 
Zara hates _______ vegetables. 
A) eating 
B) eat 
C) eater 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

My husband and I love _______ in the 

mountains, so we never stay in hotels. 

A) camping 

A  



B) campe 
C) camper 

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

I like _______ in the park with my dog. It’s very 

relaxing. 

A) walking 
B) walk 

C) walker 
 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

Zara hates _______ coffee with no sugar. 

A) drinking 
B) drink 
C) drinker 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

Harry doesn’t like _______ to work in the 

winter, so he takes the car. 

A) cycling 
B) cycle 
C) cycler 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

Do you like _______ to hot countries? 

A) travelling 
B) travel 

C) traveler 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  _________ you come to my party on 

Saturday? 

B  Yes. I can come. 

A) can 

B) can't 

C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Can we use our mobile phones in the 

museum? 

B  No. But we _________ use them outside. 

A) can 
B) can't 

C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Where _________ I park? 

B  You can park in the town centre. 

A) can 

B) can't 
C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Can your daughter walk? 

B  No, she _________. She’s only four months 

old. 

A) can’t 
B) can 
C) don't 

A  



Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue.A  Can 

your daughter walk?B  No, she _________. 

She’s only four months old. 
A) can’t 

B) can 
C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Oh no! We _________ use our credit card in 

this shop. 

B  Don’t worry! I have money. 

A) can’t 
B) can 

C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Can we use our mobile phones in the 

museum? 

B  No. But we _________ use them outside. 

A) can 

B) can’t 
C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  _________ you come to my party on 

Saturday? 

B  Yes. I can come. 

A) can 

B) can’t 
C) don't 

A  

Choose word(s) to complete the dialogue. 

A  Oh no! We _________ use our credit card in 

this shop. 

B  Don’t worry! I have money. 

A) can’t 
B) can 

C) don't 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

I like _______ the piano at the weekend. It’s 

relaxing. 

A) playing 
B) play 
C) player 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

Harry doesn’t like _______ to work in winter, so 

he takes the car. 

A) cycling 
B) cycle 

C) cycler 

A  

Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

My husband and I love _______ in the mountains 

in summer, so we never stay in hotels. 

A) camping 
B) campe 

C) camper 

A  



Complete the sentences with a correct verb. 

Do you like _______ to hot countries? 

A) travelling 
B) travel 

C) traveler 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Maria __________________ in a hotel near our 

house. 

A) is staying 
B) stay 
C) stop 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. 

That’s my sister over there. She ___________  a 

red skirt.  

A) is wearing 
B) wears 

C) wear 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. 

Joanna usually __________  in a coffee shop at 

the weekends. 

A) works 
B) is working 
C) are work 

A  

Choose the correct verb form.Lara 

_____________  for her flight right now. 
A) is waiting 

B) waits 
C) are wait 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Anna __________________ in a hotel near the 

tower. 

A) is staying 
B) stay 
C) stop 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Jean ___________________ dinner for her 

friends. 

A) is making        

B) make 
C) may 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Joy and Bennet __________________ their tests. 

A) are doing      

B) is doing 
C) does 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

We __________________ a great time in park. 

A) are having      
B) is having 
C) hear 

A  

Complete the sentence. A  



I can’t answer right now. I _________________  

to the university. 

A) am driving 
B) is driving 

C) doing 

Complete the sentence. 

Leo _______________  a book in library. 

A) is reading 
B) are reading 
C) write 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. 

Rob ______________  a letter to his mom at the 

moment.  

A) is writing 
B) writes 
C) write 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Alex ___________________ dinner for John and 

Pat. 

A) is making        

B) make 
C) may 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. 

They always ___________  lunch at cafe at 

Mondays.  

A) eat 

B) are eating 
C) is eat 

A  

Complete the sentence.Jack and Ben 

__________________ their homework. 

A) are doing      

B) is doing 
C) does 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

We __________________ a great time in 

London. 

A) are having      
B) is having 

C) hear 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

I can’t talk right now. I _________________  to 

the office. 

A) am driving 

B) is driving 
C) doing 

A  

Complete the sentence. 

Leon _______________  a book in his room. 

A) is reading 
B) are reading 
C) write 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. A  



I usually _____________ the newspaper in the 

evenings. 

A) read 
B) am reading 

C) readed 

Choose the correct verb form. 

Roberto ______________  an email to his sister 

at the moment.  

A) is writing 
B) writes 
C) write 

A  

Choose the correct verb form. 

We always ___________  lunch at home on 

Sundays.  

A) eat 
B) are eating 

C) is eat 

A  

PRONUNCIATION   

WHICH WORD HAS A DIFFERENT SOUND? 

A) bAd 
B) cAme 

C) mAde 

A  

WHICH IS THE STRESSED SYLLABLE? 
A) director 
B) director 
C) director 

A  

WHICH WORD HAS A DIFFERENT SOUND? 
A) nO 

B) wOre 
C) bOUGHt  

A  

WHICH WORD HAS A DIFFERENT SOUND? 
A) chattED 
B) relaxED 

C)  lookeD  

A  

WHICH WORD HAS A DIFFERENT SOUND? 

A) startED 
B) finishED 
C) askED 

A  

WHICH WORD HAS A DIFFERENT SOUND? 
A) wAnt 
B) wEnt 
C) sAId  

A  

WHICH IS THE STRESSED SYLLABLE? 

A) afternoon 
B) afternoon 
C) afternoon 

A  

WHICH IS THE STRESSED SYLLABLE? 
A) photograph 
B) photograph 
C) photograph 

A  

WHICH IS THE STRESSED SYLLABLE? 
A) composer 

A  



B) composer 
C) composer 

WHICH IS THE STRESSED SYLLABLE? 
A) yesterday 
B) yesterday 
C) yesterday 

A  

Find the word with a different sound 

CHeese    CHina   CHemist's    CHocolate 

A) CHeese 
B) CHina  
C) CHemist's 

D) CHocolate 

C  

Choose the stressed syllable 

SOUVENIR 

A) sou 
B) ve 

C) nir 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

DEPARTMENT 

A) de 
B) part 

C) ment 

B  

Choose the stressed syllable 

GALLERY 

A) gal 
B) le 
C) ry 

A  

Find the word with a different sound 

Sugar    fiSH    muSHroom    See 

A) Sugar 

B) fiSH 
C) muSHroom 
D) See 

D  

Find the word with a different sound 

tEA    pEAs    stEAk    mEAt 

A) tEA  

B) pEAs 
C) stEAk 

D) mEAt 

C  

Find the word with a different sound 

cOOk    fOOd    gOOd    lOOk 

A) cOOk 
B) fOOd 

C) gOOd  
D) lOOk 

B  

Find the word with a different sound 

spOOn    mOOn    chOOse    bOOk 

A) spOOn  
B) mOOn 
C) chOOse 

D) bOOk 

D  

Find the word with a different sound A  



Cake    Cereal    Swim    Surf 

A) Cake 

B) Cereal  
C)  Swim 

D)  Surf 

Choose the stressed syllable 

STATION 

A) sta 
B) tion 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

SUPERMARKET 

A) su 
B) per 
C) mar 
D) ket 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

CASTLE 

A) ca 
B) stle 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

INTERNET 

A) in 
B) ter 
C) net 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

emAIl 

A) informAtion 

B) uplOAd 
C) lOg in 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

Online 

A) lOg in 
B) netwORk 

C) uplOAd 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable.UNIVERSITY 
A) u 

B) ni 
C) ver 

D) si 
E) ty 

C  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

NETWORK 

A) net 

B) work 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

ONLINE 

A) on 
B) line 

B  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

ATTACHMENT 

A) a 
B) ttach 

B  



C) ment 

Choose the stressed syllable. 

DOWNLOAD 

A) down 
B) load 

B  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

wIfI 

A) skYpe 
B) computEr 

C) informAtion 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

sEArch 

A) netwORk 
B) skYpe 
C) computER 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

Attachment 

A) computER 

B) netwORk 
C) informAtion 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

PEOPLE 

A) peo 

B) ple 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

frIEnd 

A) mAny 
B) sAY 

C) EArn 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound.Home 
A) Happy 

B) CHat 
C) craCK 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

staTIon 

A) profeSSIon 
B) SHY 

C) macHIne 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

FORGOTTEN 

A) for 
B) go 

C) tten 

B  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

EXPERIENCE 

A) ex 
B) pe 

C) ri 
D) ence 

B  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

RELAX 

A) re 

B  



B) lax 

Choose the stressed syllable. 

RECENTLY 

A) re 
B) cent 
C) ly 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable. 

BROKEN 

A) bro 
B) ken 

B  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

HOUr 

A) shOwer 
B) mAny 

C) fIRst 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

EARn 

A) fIRst 
B) sAY 

C) mAny 

A  

Choose the word with the same sound. 

wAIt 

A) sAY 
B) fIRst 

C) mAny 

A  

Find the word with a different sound. 

wOke    wrOte    drOve    lOst 

A) woke 

B) wrote 
C) drove 

D) lost 

D  

Cjoose the stressed syllable 

INTO 

A) in 
B) to 

A  

Find the word with a different sound. 

killED    wantED    closED    lovED 

A) killed 
B) wanted 

C) closed 
D) loved 

B  

Find the word with a different sound. 

gAve    sAw    tAke    becAme 

A) gave 
B) saw 
C) take 

D) became 

B  

Find the word with a different sound. 

dIEd    rEAd    wEnt    sAId 

A) died 
B) read 
C) went 

A  



D) said 

Find the word with a different sound. 

gOt    wAs    lOst    sAt 

A) got 
B) was 
C) lost 
D) sat 

D  

Choose the stressed syllable 

CARPET 

A) car 
B) pet 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

KITCHEN 

A) kit 

B) chen 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

OPPOSITE 

A) op 
B) po 

C) site 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

BEHIND 

A) be 
B) hind 

B  

Choose the word with a matching sound 

pEAs 

A) meat 
B) steak 

C) breakfast 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

HUNDRED 

A) hun 

B) dred 

A  

Choose the word with a matching sound 

Egg 

A) butter 

B) breakfast 
C) sandwich 

B  

Choose the word with a matching sound 

muSHroom 

A) sugar 
B) sandwich 

C) breakfast 

A  

Choose the word with a matching sound 

cAke 

A) sandwich 
B) steak 
C) sugar 

B  

Choose the word with a matching sound 

crIsps 

A) sandwich 
B) meat 

A  



C) steak 

Choose the stressed syllable 

THOUSAND 

A) thou 
B) sand 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

DILICIOUS 

A) di 
B) li 
C) cious 

B  

Choose the stressed syllable 

PACKET 

A) pa 
B) cket 

A  

Choose the stressed syllable 

CONTAINER 

A) con 
B) tai 
C) ner 

B  

VOCABULARY   

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

paint 

A) painter 

B) paintor 
C) painting 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

lead 

A)  leader  

B) leeder  

C) lead 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

politics 

A) politician 
B) political 

C) politikian 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

write 

A) writer 
B) writter  

C) writing 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

music 

A) musician 

B) musiccian 

C) musical 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB. 

art 

A) artist 
B) artiste 
C) artor 

A  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT JOB.science 
A) scientist 

A  



B) sciencer 
C) sciencist  

Choose the right category for the object 

MILK 

A) fruit 
B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

C  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

______ A NEW JOB 

A) get 
B) move 
C) become 
D) meet 

A  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN HAVE A MEAL IN THAT 

ITALIAN ________. 

A) railway station 
B) restaurant 
C) boat 

D) road 

B  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN BUY CLOTHES IN A __________  

________. 

A) museum 

B) post-office 
C) department store 

D) theatre 

C  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU SEND A LETTER FROM A  ________  

________. 

A) railway station 

B) department store 
C) post-office 

D) restaurant 

C  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN GET A TRAIN FROM A  ________  

_______. 

A) railway station 
B) post-office 
C) theatre 
D) department store 

A  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN SEE OLD THINGS IN A ________. 

A) post-office 
B) museum 
C) restaurant 

D) department store 

B  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN USE THE ________ TO GO OVER 

THE RIVER 

A) boat 
B) railway station 

A  



C) post-office 
D) road 

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN BUY CHEAP FRUIT AND 

VEGETABLES AT THE ________. 

A) department store 
B) road 

C) market 
D) post-office 

C  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID HE _______ FOR A WEEK? 

A) see 
B) stay 
C) show 
D) have 

B  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID SHE __________ ALL THE SIGHTS? 

A) see 
B) show 
C) stay 

D) have 
 

A  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID HE __________ TO PARIS BY CAR? 

A) see 
B) show 

C) stay 
D) go 

D  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ SOMEBODY NEW 

A) meet 

B) fall 
C) have 
D) move 

A  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID YOU __________ IN A HOTEL? 

A) stay 
B) go 

C) see 
D) show 

A  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID THEY __________ A GOOD TIME? 

A) stay 

B) spend 
C) have 

D) see 

C  

Complete the sentences with a verb 

DID YOU __________ MARK AROUND THE 

CITY? 

A) show 
B) see 
C) have 

A  



D) go 

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ MARRIED 

A) become 
B) fall 
C) get 
D) meet 

C  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

 __________ FAMOUS 

A) become 
B) get 

C) fall 
D) move 

A  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ A BIG SURPRISE 

A) get 

B) be 
C) have 
D) fall 

B  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ IN LOVE WITH SOMEONE 

A) get 
B) move 
C) fall 

D) become 

C  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ HOUSE 

A) move 
B) change 

C) get 

D) meet 

A  

Complete the phrase with a verb 

__________ LUCKY  

A) be 

B) get 

C) have 

D) fall 

A  

Complete the sentences with the places 

YOU CAN SEE ACTORS IN A ________. 

A) restaurant 
B) theatre 

C) museum 
D) post-office 

B  

Choose the correct verb. 

COOKING ISN’T DIFFICULT. YOU JUST 

______ _TO PRACTISE. 

A) need 
B) learn 
C) hope 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. A  



IT’S EASY TO FIND INFORMATION ON 

THE INTERNET – YOU JUST __________ 

THE WORDS. 

A) google 

B) log in 
C) upload 
D) skype 

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

I DON’T REALLY LIKE __________ SITES 

LIKE FACEBOOK. 

A) social network 
B) attachment 

C) wifi 
D) upload 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

MARK LIKES TO __________ HIS PHOTOS 

SO HIS FRIENDS CAN SEE THEM. 

A) upload 

B) attachment 
C) online 
D) download 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

THIS EMAIL HAS AN __________, BUT I 

CAN’T OPEN IT. 

A) attachment 

B) upload 
C) online 
D) social network 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

MY SISTER LIVES IN CANADA AND I 

__________ HER ONCE A WEEK. 

A) skype 
B) social network 

C) online 
D) download 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase.WE 

CONNECT TO THE INTERNET WITH 

__________. 
A) wifi 
B) log in 

C) attachment 
D) download 

A  

Complete the sentence with the correct 

word.READ THE EXAM QUESTIONS _____. 
A) carefully 

B) politely 
C) casually 

A  

Complete the sentence with the correct word. 

HE ISN’T INTERESTED IN FASHION. HE 

PREFERS TO DRESS __________. 

A) casuallycasuallyly 

B) perfectly 

A  



C) fashionably 

Complete the sentence with the correct word.‘ 

IS SHE A GOOD DANCER?’ ‘NO, SHE 

DANCES REALLY __________.’ 

A) badly 
B) well 
C) perfectly 

A  

Complete the sentence with the correct word. 

HE ISN’T A VERY GOOD DRIVER – 

SOMETIMES HE DRIVES __________. 

A) dangerously 

B) carefully 
C) well 

A  

Choose the correct verb. 

‘WOULD YOU _____ TO HAVE DINNER 

WITH ME?’ 

A) hope 
B) like 
C) plan 

B  

Complete the sentence with the correct 

word.YOU SANG THAT SONG __________. 

WELL DONE! 
A) beautifully 
B) fashionably 

C) really 

A  

Complete the sentence with the correct word. 

I CAN’T UNDERSTAND YOU WHEN YOU 

SPEAK __________. 

A) fast 

B) politely 

C) carefully 

A  

Complete the sentence with the correct word. 

WE CAN’T SLEEP BECAUSE THEY PLAY 

THEIR MUSIC __________. 

A) loudly 
B) quietly 
C) dangerously 

A  

Choose the correct verb. 

LAURA’S _____ TO MOVE TO THE USA. 

SHE’S GOT A JOB THERE. 

A) liking 

B) being 
C) planning 

C  

Choose the correct verb. 

THERE’S A NEW FILM ON AT THE 

CINEMA THAT I REALLY _____ TO SEE. 

A) want 

B) like 

C) would 

A  

Choose the correct verb. 

HE’S STUDYING HARD BECAUSE HE _____ 

TO GET A PLACE AT UNIVERSITY. 

C  



A) likes 
B) would 

C) hopes 

Choose the correct verb. 

THERE’S NOTHING FOR DINNER. WE 

_____ TO GO TO THE SUPERMARKET. 

A) need 

B) go 
C) would 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

HOW OFTEN DO YOU BUY THINGS _____? 

A) online 
B) google 
C) attachment 
D) download 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase. 

YOU NEED TO __________ WITH YOUR 

PASSWORD TO USE THE COMPUTER. 

A) log in 

B) upload 

C) download 

D) online 

A  

Complete the sentence with a word or phrase.MY 

DAD DOESN’T OFTEN __________ MUSIC 

FROM THE INTERNET. 
A) download 

B) upload 
C) attachment 
D) social network 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb.SPEAK 

A) spoken 

B) spoke 
C) speak 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

I’ve __________ some sandwiches. Would you 

like one? 

A) made 

B) make 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

He’s __________ a new book. I read it last week. 

A) written 

B) wrote 
C) write 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

Have you ever __________ a competition? 

A) won 
B) win 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

A  



The classroom is empty. Everyone has 

__________. 

A) left 
B) leave 

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

She hasn’t __________ any of the clothes she 

bought in Paris. 

A) worn 
B) wear 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

Oh no! You’ve __________ Mum’s favourite 

cup. 

A) broken 
B) break 

C) broke 

A  

Find the odd word out. 

ASSIST     NURSE    VET    DENTIST 

A) assist  

B) nurse 
C) vet 
D) dentist 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle 

of the verb. 

I’ve __________ in lots of different countries 

and I’ve never had an accident. 

A) driven 
B) drive 

C) drove 

A  

Find the odd word out.magazine book journalist 

newspaper 
A) magazine 
B) book 
C) journalist 

D) newspaper 

C  

Find the odd word out.c 

hef garage architect lawyer 

A) chef 
B) garage 
C) architect 
D) lawyer 

B  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

THINK 

A) thought 

B) thinked 
C) think 

A  

Find the odd word out. 

TIRED HUNGRY BORED TALL 

A) tired 
B) hungry 
C) bored 

D  



D) tall 

Find the odd word out.  

DAUGHTER AUNT NEPHEW SISTER 

A) daughter 
B) aunt 
C) nephew 
D) sister 

C  

Find the odd word out.  

HALL STUDY ARMCHAIR KITCHEN 

A) hall 

B) study 

C) armchair 

D) kitchen 

C  

Find the odd word out.  

CEILING LAMP COUCH CUPBOARD 

A) ceiling 

B) lamp 
C) couch 
D) cupboard 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

DRINK 

A) drunk 

B) drank 

C) drink 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

FALL 

A) fallen 

B) fell 
C) fall 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb.KNOW 

A) known 
B) knew 
C) knewed 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

PAY 

A) paid 

B) pay 
C) paying 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

SING 

A) sung 
B) sang 
C) singed 

A  

Choose the past participle of the verb. 

MEET 

A) met 

B) meet 
C) meeting 

A  

Complete the sentence using the past participle. 

TIM’S _____ ALL HIS MONEY. 

A) spent 
B) spend 

A  



Find the odd word out. 

STUDY    HALL    BALCONY    STAIRS 

A) study 
B) hall 

C) balcony 
D) stairs 
 

D  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

DON’T RUN ..... THE STAIRS! 

A) into 
B) down 

C) over 

B  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

GET 

A) got 

B) getted 
C) gotten 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

HEAR 

A) heard 
B) herd 
C) heared 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

WEAR 

A) ware 

B) wore 
C) weared 

B  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

TAKE 

A) took 

B) taked 
C) taken 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

SAY 

A) said 
B) sayed 
C) sad 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

FALL 

A) fell 

B) falled 
C) fallen 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

DRIVE 

A) drived 

B) drove 
C) droved 

B  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

SPEAK 

A) spoke 
B) speaked 

A  



C) spoken 

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

WRITE 

A) wrote 
B) writed 
C) written 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

SIT 

A) set 
B) sat 
C) sitted 

B  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

AN OLD MAN CAME ..... THE HOUSE. 

A) up 
B) beneath 

C) into 

C  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

THINK 

A) thought 
B) thaught 

C) thinked 

A  

Find the odd word out. 

FLOOR    CEILING    SOFA    WALL 

A) floor 
B) ceiling 
C) sofa 

D) wall 

C  

Find the odd word out. 

BED    BATH    SHOWER    TOILET 

A) bed 
B) bath 
C) shower 

D) toilet 

A  

Find the odd word out. 

LIVING ROOM    DINING ROOM    SHELF    

GARAGE 

A) living room 

B) dining room 
C) shelf 
D) garage 

C  

Find the odd word out. 

ARMCHAIR    SOFA    COUCH    CUPBOARD 

A) armchair 
B) sofa 
C) couch 

D) cupboard 

D  

Find the odd word out. 

BEDROOM    GARDEN    LIVING ROOM    

KITCHEN 

A) bedroom 
B) garden 

B  



C) living room 
D) kitchen 

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

THE BOOKSHELVES ARE ..... THE SOFA. 

A) next to 
B) between 

C) up 

A  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

DON’T STAND ..... THE TV. I’M TRYING TO 

WATCH THIS PROGRAMME. 

A) in front of 
B) behind 
C) between 

A  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

PUT THOSE BOOKS ..... THE CUPBOARD. 

A) into 
B) over 

C) out 

A  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

I OPENED THE DOOR AND WALKED ..... 

THE ROOM. 

A) into 

B) on 
C) under 

A  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

OUR HOUSE IS ..... THE PARK. 

A) in front 
B) opposite 
C) between 

B  

Choose the correct word to complete the 

sentence 

SHE PUT HER PURSE ..... HER BAG. 

A) into 

B) out of 
C) from 

A  

Choose the correct  Past Simple form of the verb 

find 

A) found 

B) finded 
C) founded 

A  

Choose the right words for the number 

42,000,000 

A) forty-two million 
B) forty-two thousand 
C) forty-two six zeros 

A  

Choose the right category for the object 

BANANAS 

A  



A) fruit 
B) vegetables 

C) drinks 

Choose the right category for the object 

CARROTS 

A) fruit 
B) vegetables 

C) drinks 

B  

Choose the right category for the object 

LETTUCE 

A) fruit 

B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

B  

Choose the right category for the object 
PINEAPPLES 
A) fruit 
B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

A  

Choose the right category for the object 

PEAS 

A) fruit 
B) vegetables 

C) drinks 

B  

Choose the right category for the object 

FRUIT JUICE 

A) fruit 
B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

C  

Choose the container for the substance    

A _____ OF COLA 

A) carton 
B) jar 
C) can 

C  

Choose the container for the substance 

A _____ OF STRAWBERRY JAM 

A) bottle 
B) jar 

C) bar 

B  

Choose the container for the substanceA 

 _____ OF BISCUITS 

A) tin 
B) packet 

C) jar 

B  

Choose the right words for the number 

3,250 

A) tree thousand two hundred and fifty 
B) tree coma two hundred and fifty 

C) three coma two five zero 

A  

Choose the container for the substance 

A _____ OF ORANGE JUICE 

A) carton 
B) jar 

A  



C) barlars 

Choose the container for the substance 

A _____ OF FRESH MILK 

A) tin 
B) carton 
C) bottle 

C  

Choose the container for the substance 

A _____ OF CHOCOLATES 

A) can 
B) tin 
C) box 

C  

Choose the container for the substance 

A _____ OF TOMATOES 

A) tin 

B) bottle 
C) box 

A  

Choose the right words for the number 

169 

A) one hundred and sixty-nine 

B) one thousand and sixty-nine 
C) one hundred six nine 

A  

Choose the right words for the number 

78,000 

A) seventy-eight 

B) seventy-eight thousand 
C) seventy-eight hundred 

B  

Choose the right words for the number 

999,999 

A) nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand nine 

hundred and ninety-nine 

B) nine hundred and ninety-nine coma nine nine 

nine 
C) nine ninety-nine nine ninety nine 

A  

Choose the right words for the number 

12,000,000 

A) twelve thousand 

B) twelve million 
C) eleven million 

B  

Choose the right words for the number 

5,006 

A) five thousand and six 
B) five and six ten thousandth 
C) five hudred six 

A  

Choose the right category for the object 

STRAWBERRIES 

A) fruit 

B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

A  

Choose the right category for the objectTEA 
A) fruit 
B) vegetables 
C) drinks 

C  



Вопросы открытого типа   

Answer the question. 

What is your surname and name? How do you 

spell them? 

 

My name is Dmitry. This 

is D-M-I-T-R-Y. My 

surname is Popov. This is 

P-O-P-O-V. 

 

Answer the question. 

What do you do? 

 

I am a student of 

Sechenov University. 

 

Answer the question. 

Where do you study?  

I study at medical 

university. 

 

Answer the question. 

How old are you? 

I am 19 years old.  

Answer the question. 

What is your phone number? 

My phone number is 5-4-

3-8-9-0-3-2-9. 

 

Answer the question. 

Who is your favourite actor?  

My favourite actor is 

George Clooney. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you like to play football?  

Yes, I do.   

Answer the question. 

What is your address? 

My address is Sirenevaya 

street, 15. 

 

Answer the question. 

What is your nationality? 

My nationality is 

Russian. 

 

Answer the question. 

What is your e-mail? 

My e-mail is 

tomhardy@hot.mail.com. 

 

Read Jeremy’s email and answer the questions. 

My name's Jeremy Fisher, and I'm from Liverpool 

in the UK. I'm married to Anna, and I have two chi 

ldren, a son and a daughter. My son's name is 

Matthew. He's 17. He's tall with dark hair. My 

daughter's name is Susanna. She's 19. I think my 

children are good-looking, probably because their 

mother is beautiful! Write and tell me about 

yourself.  

Jeremy 

1) What is his name? 

 

2) Where is he from? 

 

3) What nationality is he? 

4) What is his son’s name? 

 

5) How does he look like? 

 

6) How many children has Jeremy got? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) His name is Jeremy 

Fisher. 

 

2) He is from Liverpool. 

 

 

3) He is English. 

4) His son’s name is 

Matthew. 

5) He's tall with dark 

hair. 

 

6) He’s got 2 children. 

 

 



7) Has Jeremy got 2 sons or a daughter and a 

son? 

 

8) What is his daughter’s name? 

 

9) How old is she? 

 

10) Is she elder than her brother? 

 

7) Jeremy has got a son 

and a daughter. 

 

8) His daughter is 

Susanna. 

 

9) She is 19 years old. 

 

10) Yes, she is. 

Read the text and make up 5 questions and answer 

the questions. 

 

My name's Claire, and I'm from Nantes in France. 

I'm 22. I have two sisters. Their names are Anne 

and Louise. Anne is 24. She's tall, with long blond 

hair. She isn't married. Louise is 31 and very 

different from Anne. She isn't tall and blond. She's 

short with dark hair. She's married. Her husband's 

name is Marius. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of the 

questions: 

1) What is her 

name? 

Her name's 

Claire. 

2) Where is she 

from? 

She's from Nantes 

in France. 

3) Has she got a 

sister and a 

brother? 

She has got two 

sisters. 

4) Who is the eldest 

sister in the 

family? How old 

is she? 

The eldest sister 

in the family is 

Louise. She is 31. 

5) What is Louise’s 

husband’s name?        

Louise’s 

husband’s name 

is Marius. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you listen to pop, rock or classical music? 

 

I listen to only pop music.  

Answer the question. 

Do you read newspapers or magazines? 

I never read newspapers 

or magazines. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you eat meat? 

Yes, I do.  

Answer the question. 

Do you eat chocolate? 

 

No, I don’t like chocolate.  



Answer the question. 

Do you drink Coke, coffee or tea? 

I drink coffee every 

morning and every 

evening I drink tea. I 

never drink Coke. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you speak English, French or German? 

I learn English now. I 

know a little bit German 

and a bit French. 

 

Answer the question. 

Have you got a car? 

No, I haven’t.  

Answer the question. 

Do you go to the gym? 

No, I don’t. I haven’t got 

enough time. 

 

Answer the question. 

Have you got a hobby? 

Yes, I have. I collect 

stamps, travel and play 

tennis. 

 

Answer the question. 

Have you got a lot of friends? 

I have got my best friend. 

His name is Alan. I 

haven’t got a lot of 

friends. 

 

Read the text and answer the questions. 

Three fantastic places with no cars 

Cars are great for travelling, but it can often be 

difficult to park. If you prefer to travel without a 

car, why not visit one of these places? 

Sark, Channel Islands. 

Sark is a small island in the English Channel. It's 

near the coast of France. Sark is a beautiful place 

with no cars and it's perfect for walking or 

cycling. You can also go around the island on a 

horse if you want to. 

Giethoorn, Netherlands. 

Giethoorn is a town 88 kilometres northeast of 

Amsterdam. Some people call it 'Dutch Venice' 

because it has a lot of canals. There are 180 

bridges over the canals and you can travel around 

by boat. 

Fes el-Bali, Morocco. 

Fes el-Bali is the old part of the city of Fes in 

Morocco and it has a wall around it. You can't 

drive a car here because all of the streets are very 

narrow. In Fes el-Bali you can walk around the 

old town and visit the beautiful shops and 

restaurants. 

1) What places without cars are mentioned 

in the text? 

 

 

2) Where is Sark located? 

 

 

 

3) What can tourist do there? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) They are Sark in 

Channel Islands, 

Giethoorn in Netherlands 

and Fes el-Bali in 

Morocco. 

2) Sark is near the 

coast of France, in 

English Channel. 

 



 

4) How far is Giethoorn located from 

Amsterdam? 

 

 

 

 

5)Why is called 'Dutch Venice'? 

 

 

6) How many bridges are there over the 

canals? 

 

7) What is Fes el-Bali? 

 

 

8) Why can’t you drive a car there? 

 

 

9) What can you find in Fes el-Bali? 

 

 

 

10) What place do you like most? 

3) Tourist can walk, 

cycle or road the horse. 

 

 

4) It is located 88 km 

northeast of Amsterdam. 

 

 

5) Some people call 

it 'Dutch Venice' because 

it has a lot of canals 

6) There are 180 

bridges over the canals. 

7) Fes el-Bali is the 

old part of the city of Fes 

in Morocco and it has a 

wall around it. 

8) You can't drive a 

car here because all of 

the streets are very 

narrow. 

9) You can find there 

an old town, beautiful 

shops and restaurants. 

10) Most of all I like 

Sark in Channel Islands. 

Answer the question. 

What date is it today? 

 

Today is June, the 5th.  

Answer the question. 

What time is it now? 

It’s half past 9 a.m.  

Answer the question. 

What do you have for breakfast? 

I usually have a bowl of 

cereal, a sandwich and a 

cup of tea for breakfast. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you need to hurry in the morning? 

 

When I am late and got 

up at 8 a.m. I need to 

hurry. 

 

Answer the question. 

Do you like mornings? Why? 

 

I don’t like mornings 

because I need to get up 

early. But at the weekend 

on Sunday when I am not 

in a hurry I like mornings 

very much. 

 

 

 



 

 


